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Facebook's parent company 'Meta Platforms' reported Q4 results
last night, falling short of analysts' expectations on EPS, while also
missing its first-quarter outlook amid the continued crunch from
Apple's iOS privacy changes.
The company is estimating to see between $27b - $29b in revenue
this quarter, below forecasts for $30.25b. Focusing in on the October
to December period - overall revenue came in at $33.7b vs estimates
for $33.4b, net income was $10.3b vs $11b, and EPS was $3.67 vs
$3.83 expectations. Importantly, Meta's monthly active users were at
2.91 billion, below forecasts for around 3b.
We note that this was the first set of results where Meta released
revenue numbers for its Reality Labs segment, which saw losses of
about $3.3b. Meta had previously stated that it has spent $10b on its
metaverse effort over the course of 2021.
"People have a lot of choices for how they want to spend their time,
and apps like TikTok are growing very quickly" warned Meta chief
executive Mark Zuckerberg, adding that the competition would put
some short-term pressure on Meta's advertising business.
The shares have moved a whopping 19.2% lower in after-hours trade
overnight, and will likely open around the $260.60 mark later today.
This will represent Meta's lowest share price in almost a year and will
leave the stock over 32% off its November record high.
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OPEC, or the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries,
meetings took place yesterday, during which oil prices, production
levels, and other matters were discussed. The organisation agreed to
increase its production quota for the eighth consecutive month, even
as the latest data showed that some of its members were struggling
to keep up with the monthly increases in output. 
The OPEC+ group, which includes the original 13 OPEC nations plus
11 other member states, said that it aims to raise production by a
further 400,000 barrels per day in March, continuing with its monthly
plan agreed back in July to gradually replace the output cut
implemented at the beginning of the pandemic.
WTI Crude Oil prices have fallen after this news, down 1.3% so far
today to about $87.11, while Brent Crude is seeing a similar move to
$88.35.

According to AIB's Services PMI for Ireland the sector saw a further
acceleration in growth last month, as firms reported a pick-up in
trading conditions and consumer confidence after the lifting of
nearly all pandemic-related restrictions. 
The index moved up to 56.2 in January, from the previous 55.4 result,
still comfortably in expansionary territory. Reportedly the survey
showed renewed growth in the transport, tourism and leisure sector,
driven by the domestic market, including the beginnings of a
recovery in local tourism.

03/02/2022 - BOE Rate Decision
03/02/2022 - ECB Rate Decision
03/02/2022 - US Services PMI
04/02/2022 - US Non-Farm Payrolls

Equities: Markets are slightly weaker across Europe on Thursday morning, the benchmark
EuroStoxx50 equity index trading circa 0.40% lower after what was a mixed session for the region
yesterday. Meanwhile London's FTSE100 sees slightly stronger trade today, albeit on lower volatility.
Investors are remaining cautious ahead of the two central bank releases due this afternoon, volumes
will likely stay low until then. Earnings season is of course also in focus this week, European firms
having seen varied results so far. Meta platforms issued a disappointing set of results after the market
close last night, covered fully in our Financial News section. VIX is marginally higher to $22.70 this
morning.
Currencies: The Euro and British Pound will remain quiet all morning ahead of the ECB and BOE later
today, while the Dollar is making some slight gains - Dollar index rising 0.20% to 96.12 after falling for
three consecutive sessions already this week. The greenback is benefiting from a small degree of risk
aversion after discouraging earnings results from Meta.
Safe-havens: Gold has seen a more muted week in terms of price action, the metal inching higher to
its current level of $1,806. Taking a look at bond markets: yield curves in both Europe and the United
States have flattened further this week, as the difference between longer-dated yields and shorter-
dated decreases. This move comes amid higher January inflation figures in many regions, causing
speculation to build around tighter monetary policy than was previously expected, on both sides of
the Atlantic.
Looking ahead: The highlights of the day will come from the Bank of England (12 noon) and
European Central Bank (at 12:45), which will each be followed by press conferences with their
respective leaders. Markets will then look towards tomorrow's US Non-Farm Payrolls and monthly
Unemployment Rate. Later today Amazon and Ford will report after what was another busy morning
for European fourth-quarter earnings. Tomorrow we will get releases from Vinci, Carlsberg, Sanofi,
and AON.
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